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THIS IS A WORKSHOP!
SO WE NEED TO PRODUCE SOMETHING

www.pollev.com/rcworkshops
I NEED YOU TO RESPOND TO SOME QUESTIONS



ALSO MORE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE @

www.riskculture.org
OR PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO CONTACT

email@riskculture.org
NEVERTHELESS PLEASE DO HECKLE IF YOU WISH! 



“The journey begins with a bizarre absent-minded action slip committed by Professor Reason in the early
1970s - putting cat food into the teapot - and continues up to the present day.”

Source: https://www.amazon.ca/Life-Error-Little-Slips-Disasters/dp/1472418417/175-9532292-4801809?ie=UTF8&*Version*=1&*entries*=0



there is no one universally agreed definition of error

Source: Reason, The Human Contribution, Ashgate, 2008



but I like 

the distinction between 

and(conscious decision)(unintentional)error risk taking

WHY?



because
it matters how you deal with the outcome



SO ALTHOUGH THIS PRESENTATION IS ABOUT

THE OPERATIONAL RISKS PILOT FACE,

THE RISK CULTURE STUDY IS ABOUT

HOW ORGANISATIONS MAKE RISK DECISIONS

RISK IGNORANT, CAVALIER, AVERSE, SENSIBLETYPOLOGY OF ORGANISATIONAL RISK BEHAVIOUR
Based on the concept of “Four States of Man” coined by Hon. Charles Haddon-Cave



Let’s take a look at a scenario

to find out

how risk averse or risk tolerant

you are



Flight 268 – Case Study

In 2005, on a night flight from Los Angeles to London, immediately after take off, a banging sound was heard

and passengers and ATC reported seeing flames from the No 2 engine of the B747. The symptoms and

resultant turbine over-temperature were consistent with an engine surge; the crew completed the

appropriate checklist, which led to the engine being shut down.



SHOULD THIS FLIGHT

CONTINUE OR RETURN TO LAX?





Flight 268 – Case Study

After assessing the situation, and in accordance with approved policy, the commander decided to

continue the flight as planned rather than jettison fuel and return to Los Angeles. Having reached

the east coast of the USA with no indications of further abnormality and with adequate predicted

arrival fuel, ………………………



SHOULD THIS FLIGHT DIVERT OR CONTINUE?





Source: Regan, Nancy, 2012, The RCM Solution: Reliability-Centred Maintenance, (Page 117, 118), Industrial Press Inc.
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=UQiDBgAAQBAJ&pg=PA117&lpg=PA117&dq=british+airways+flight+268+engine+failure+2005&source=bl&ots=gidx-s6PdT&sig=HfwN-ao7LunprXzf7La933_z0jA&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj4_arnx-XLAhVEWRoKHXFPBlUQ6AEINDAE#v=onepage&q=british%20airways%20flight%20268%20engine%20failure%202005&f=false   

“The decision to continue flying was a customer service issue. The
plane is as safe on 3 engines as is on four and it can fly on two.” The
company quickly assessed the consequences of the failure. If they
had delayed or cancelled the flight, it would have cost the company
up to several hundred thousand dollars in passenger compensation
because of a recently passed European regulation regarding long
flight delays or cancellations.

The pilots successfully shut down the affected engine and
notified the headquarters. The management directed
Flight 268 to carry on with the flight to London. Senior
Manager of B747 fleet said:

Flight 268 – Case Study
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“What we call here a Black Swan is an event with the following
three attributes. First, it is an outlier, as it lies outside the realm of
regular expectations, because nothing in the past can convincingly
point to its possibility. Secondly, it carries an extreme impact.
Third, in spite of its outlier status, human nature makes us concoct
explanations for its occurrence after the fact, making it
explainable and predictable. “

Source: ‘Black Swan’ by Nassim Nicholas Taleb
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“We risk becoming preoccupied with high-frequency/low-consequence things:
not wearing safety glasses; having coffee in a cup without a lid. Then we
mistake low counts on these for a safety culture—low counts that we tabulate,
share with stakeholders, and celebrate. The fiction is that we have a safety
culture because we have low numbers on irrelevant things, and the paperwork
to show it.
And then we blow stuff up.”

Sidney Dekker
Source: http://www.safetydifferently.com/safety-culture/
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U N D E R S T A N D I N G  O F  R I S K
EFFECTIVE (Hazard Identification + Risk Analysis & Assessment)

(KNOWN KNOWNs & KNOWN UNKNOWNs)
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GOOD
UNDERSTANDING

OF RISK

RISK
IGNORANT

RISK
CAVALIER

RISK
AVERSE

RISK
SENSIBLE

TYPOLOGY OF ORGANISATIONAL RISK BEHAVIOUR
Based on the concept of “Four States of Man” coined by Hon. Charles Haddon-Cave

POOR
UNDERSTANDING

OF RISK

HIGH RISK PROTECTION
Effective Risk Control (Elimination / Mitigation) Leading to Reduced Exposure

LOW RISK PROTECTION
Ineffective Risk Control (Elimination / Mitigation) Leading to Increased Exposure



Our brains are wired not only to wilfully blind ourselves to evidences that contradict our
beliefs, but to perform cognitive acrobatics to rationalize away the contradictions.

Source: Wens Tan's review of the Willful Blindness by Margaret Hefferman (https://www.goodreads.com/review/show/217756043) 
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SOME GENERIC QUESTIONS











ACCEPTED RISK SCENARIOS

These are the responses to previous 
surveys conducted in 2016 & 2017



Defects / Damages (Release to Service)

Diversion / Fuel / Go-around Decisions

Fatigue

Weather

Maintenance Certification

Maintenance Practices

Non-compliance with SOPs

Take-off Decisions

Tire Wear

Management - Post occurrence

Carrying Dangerous Goods

Loading - Mass & Balance Calculation

Management - Recruitment

42
23

10
10

7
7
7
7

4
3

2
2
2





DECISIONS ON THE GROUND
ACCEPTING AIRCRAFT INTO SERVICE

DEFERRED DEFECTS / DAMAGES / USE OF MEL



RISK SCENARIOS

Releasing an Aircraft without operating TCAS (on a MEL item) into an airport
surrounded by uncontrolled airspace whereas there is a recommendation not
to do so. No other aircraft was available. Once again Nothing illegal but
reducing a safety margin against normally applied best industry practice
Factors encouraging such risks:
Passenger compensation, delay codes and statistics
Mitigation Actions:
In this case not, it was simply reverted back to the legal minimums instead of
applying industry best practice.

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

I have represented an engineer that made the decision to cut a fire detection wire to prevent false
alarms in the flight deck. The pilots and engineering management were also aware of the decision.
The decision was made to enable an aircraft to return to the home base the same day, to avoid an
overnight stay for the flight crew and to avoid looking bad to the customer. Significant pressure was
put on the engineer by the operations manager for the airline. The engineer has since left the
industry to avoid being put in the same position again.

Factors encouraging such risks:

Fear.... Fear of losing their job. Fear of the loss of profitability of the operator. Fear of saying no.

Mitigation Actions:

The LAME informed the pilot there was no fire detection on the engine. They monitored the engine
during the flight and they carried no passengers.

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Taking an aircraft with inoperative nose wheel steering. Whilst this allowed
according to the MEL (Minimum Equipment List) it does place extra pressure
on the Captain as the aircraft is a lot harder to maneuver.
Factors encouraging such risks:
To avoid a protracted delay leading to an EU261 claim.
Mitigation Actions:
The aircraft was taken on a longer then normal taxi routing (at home base)
before take-off so that I could familiarise myself with steering the aircraft by
differential braking. It was agreed that I would return to stand if not happy
with the controllability of the aircraft.

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Maintenance engineers dispatching aircraft with a known defect, without rectifying the defect or
applying an MEL. The pilot is pushed to accept the defect, with its risk, to avoid a delay and to
‘simplify’ recitification at main base. I have observed this many times in Asia, where the culture is to
avoid responsibility, including refusing to document actions taken, just in case they are wrong.

Factors encouraging such risks:

Primary factor is the company punishment culture, where causing a delay will likely be punished,
even if the reason was perfectly justified. The management culture is to accept whatever is
necessary to continue flight, ignoring rules, regulations and standard procedures. If the flight is
competed successfully, then they consider it was a good decision, even if rules were broken or
ignored.

Mitigation Actions:

Basically my own personal experience and knowledge, understanding what I can do and achieve,
should a subsequent event occur requiring my actions.

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

I have a friend working in ***** region. They were flying without weather
radar in the thunderstorm environment.

Factors encouraging such risks:

Low safety culture of such a company, long time of awaiting for a spare parts,
lack of standby airplane, low maintenance culture

Mitigation Actions:

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



DECISIONS ON THE GROUND
FATIGUE AFFECTING HUMAN PERFORMANCE



RISK SCENARIOS

I was just finished with line training, and flying out of a city far from my hometown. it was
an early morning departure, and with the low salary only being paid per block hour, and I
had to endure all expenses for accommodation, I could only afford to sleep at a hostel. The
hostel had very thin walls and you could hear other people having intercourse during the
late night hours in other rooms. I woke up having only slept 4 hours, but could not report
unfit as this would result in me losing money on the trip from my home country as a whole.
This at a time when all cash reserves were exhausted.

Factors encouraging such risks:

Massive debt from flight training (incl. Type rating) = desperate to earn money. When you
are only paid when in the air, you cannot afford to lose a weeks pay with an illness, or lose
pay because you are tired.

Mitigation Actions:

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

I think it has to be flying with first officers who are suffering from fatigue. They are uncomfortable
calling in fatigued as they are worried it will affect their chances of promotion. Also many are on
contracts where they get paid only when they fly, so calling fatigued costs them money. Considering
many owe around £100k for their flight training, they cannot afford to lose income.

As a captain, one becomes used to operating with a certain amount of fatigue, and can offload a
first officer if we feel they are too fatigued. But it’s difficult to know when enough is enough. The
current EASA FTLs simply do not prevent a company from creating fatiguing rosters.

Factors encouraging such risks:

It really comes down to a confrontational style of management, and where some managers have no
experience of flying and cannot empathise with a pilot feeling fatigued.

Mitigation Actions:

Increased monitoring, use of caffeine, use of automatics.

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Continuing to fly when fatigued in order to finish the pattern and get back
home with minimal disruption to personal life.

Factors encouraging such risks:

A desire to minimize the impact of roster disruption on home life.

Mitigation Actions:

Coffee!

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Again, flying while fatigued. While we do a lot of flying on the back side of the clock, some pairings that would
have been perfectly acceptable as single blocks were quite fatiguing because they became long days with late
reporting times and multiple short sectors, meaning that the airman may have been awake for 18 hours or
more during the duty day. The justification is that this is all "legal" in the realm of flight duty time limitations
and according to the computer it is not a fatiguing block.

Furthermore "pilot discretion" is not really so discretional- often pairings are created with multiple sectors
with perhaps 30-45 minutes time to spare til the maximum duty time is exceded - the expectation is that the
crew will automatically go into discretion and really they don't have much of an option to assess whether they
feel it would be safe to go into discretion, the way the situation is structured.

Factors encouraging such risks:

Management/cultural pressure. Not doing so puts your career at risk.

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS
A330 landed with one mainwheel deflated. AMM states both wheels on same axle must be replaced before next flight. Only one wheel available.
Postholder Part M wrote email stating he would be responsible if something went wrong. Just release aircraft on time and replace both at main
base. As this was not the first type of dodgy incident and raising the issue sinternally had no effect, it was reported to EASA as whistleblower
report. EASA informed NAA. NAA sent representative to speak with EASA. NAA representative then had a one to one meeting with the postholder
maintenance. After meeting NAA surveyor requested to speak one to one with reporter. Reporter was threatened that if such a report was
submitted again direct to EASA without going via the NAA , there would be career issues. The airline at the time had just been taken over and
discussions were ongoing as to where maintrol should be situated. The postholder maintenance mentioned above stated "maintrol will be
stationed here with the present team minus the reporter. When asked why not him, no reply other than he doesn't fit in with the team and doesn't
understand maintrol responsibilities. Reporters career finished on the spot for raising safety issues and all NAA/EASA officials deny passing on
name.

Interestingly, a few years later, same airline, same situation, different potholder maintenance, same reaction. Occurrence reporting, whistleblowing
completely and utterly ineffective. The fact that a second postholder followed same route for a no go item highlights significant industry issues.
There is one rule for senior management and one for everyone else.

Factors encouraging such risks:

Ignorance of their responsibilities and a definite placing of personal gain (career wise) over everything else.

Mitigation Actions:

No. It was a standard response to an AOG/no go situation. I have a very long list of similar events.Endemic is the word. All airlines the same.The
only difference is where the cut off line is. How far are you really prepared to go?

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



DECISIONS ON THE GROUND
BEFORE TAKE-OFF



RISK SCENARIOS

Take-off in Monsoon: several smaller aircraft (B737) took-off first in 
heavy rain. 
Preceeding aircraft MD11 declined take-off and waited
Wx was checked on radar and judged to be within limits
Shortly after lift-off, severe amounts of water encountered in 
convective weather combined with strong winds and turbulence
Factors encouraging such risks:
- other do it- I can too!
- on time performance

Outcome: LOC Phase of Flight: Take-off Decision making: Fast / Slow



RISK SCENARIOS

Cleared for takeoff from a runway intersection, realizing during lineup that the
aircraft is at the next intersection instead (slightly shorter runway). Takeoff
performed using TOGA thrust (max) instead of calculated FLEX thrust, to avoid
delay.
Factors encouraging such risks:
Incomplete preflight planning, "get-home-itis", previous experience
Mitigation Actions:
Decision to use full takeoff thrust

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

No deicing of an aircraft with snow on the wings, seen as passenger and no
response from the captain.

Factors encouraging such risks:

Slot, Time-critical

Mitigation Actions:

No, we took off without deicing even if I informed the captain.

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Regarding de-icing on the ground, a couple of time I had to correct the first
officer's decision of not de-icing the aircraft. In both cases it was due to lack of
knowledge about the "clean wing" concept. Both told me other captain's
approach was different.

Factors encouraging such risks:

On the topic mentioned, as I said, the lack of clear knowledge about key
concepts.

Mitigation Actions:

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Our aircraft and a GA aircraft both lined up on the runway, on opposite ends at
an untowered/uncontrolled airport. The only reason we didn't take off is
because someone from the airport authority happened to be looking out the
window and called us to tell us there was another plane at the other end. No
radio calls were made by GA aircraft. We accepted the risk of this happening
again by reiterating to pilots to See and Avoid

Factors encouraging such risks:

Codeshare partners require we fly into these types of airports.

Mitigation Actions:

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

The G-IV crash at Bedford Mass where the crew did not perform the preflight
control checks.

Factors encouraging such risks:

Mitigation Actions:

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Overweight takeoff from hot and high airport to avoid fuel stop.

Factors encouraging such risks:

Mitigation Actions:

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Extremely bad flight planning, weather forecasting and ATS management
causing unpredictable holding at home port and enroute ending up landing
with minimum fuel. Corporate pressure to avoid extra fuel carriage -
unpredictable fuel use even on nice weather days.

Factors encouraging such risks:

Expecting no delays

Mitigation Actions:

Fuel statistics which are not reliable with huge fluctuations on the day.

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

4 sector day running late due to unrealistic schedule and ATC delays, very long taxy out at ***
minutes before the night curfew. The taxy speed was high and the take-off flaps were not set.
Fortunately error was trapped by the take-off config warning check.

Factors encouraging such risks:

Commercial pressure for the unrealistic schedule set by the airline. Environmental pressure on the
airport to rigidly enforce the curfew without ever giving a minute of flexibility. External
circumstances that due to runway works the close runway was not available. Pairing with a v low
experience F/O. My own desire not to be stranded in SXF overnight.

Mitigation Actions:

The only mitigation was not to perform a single engine taxy out to simplify the taxy procedure. The
correct mitigation would have been not to rush but this would have meant that we would not have
been able to depart.

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Pilots are strongly encouraged to taxi out to the runway on a single engine to
save fuel. This is appropriate at some airfields but not others where traffic
volume is high or weather poor. Starting the second engine reduces the
awareness of the second pilot, and can lead to rushed departure briefs at a
critical time in the departure process.

Factors encouraging such risks:

Fuel saving and cost.

Mitigation Actions:

The single engine taxi out is ultimately at the discretion of the captain.

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



DECISIONS IN THE AIR
AIR TURNBACK / DIVERSION / GO-AROUND



RISK SCENARIOS
Destination (second main base of operator) had strong headwinds but runway in use was covered by
low clouds on final. After one unsuccessful attempt we diverted to alternate (main base). Upon
arrival to alternate, the company had already placed a flight plan to return back to destination. 4
flights in total had diverted. All were "pushed" to try again even though there was no clear
improvement.

After waiting for 2 hours we departed again. Only way to land was by executing a circling approach
with 20kts tailwind and breaking off at less than 1000ft and turning base at 3 miles. This was at
night and in a mountainous area. All 4 flights attempted the procedure. Some made it on the first
try, some felt "forced" to try again and again until they made it on 3rd attempt.

Mitigation Actions:

Proper briefing for all the risks and dangers (the destination was the home base of the crews) extra
fuel uplifted constant communication with ATC and other company traffic on conditions

Outcome: Runway Excursion, LOC Phase of Flight: Before Departure / TOC / Approach Decision Making: Fast & Slow



RISK SCENARIOS
Situation: In-flight smoke event while in command of a public transport flight (large 4 engine A/C) between two countries in the ocean.

Task: To arrive at a safe but efficient decision about whether to continue the flight or divert to the departure airfield.

Action: The warning of smoke in the avionics bay, under the flight deck was received during the climb out of departure airport. I decided
to maintain my flight level until I understood exactly what was happening. An initial situational assessment was made of diversion
options: continue to destination a three hour flight away or return to departure airport, about thirty minutes away. As the initial
emergency drills were about to be carried out, the warning cleared to be replaced with indications that an electrical circuit breaker had
popped and an air-conditioning computer had failed.

Now the warning had cleared I had to gather enough information to assess the continuing risk to the aircraft and it’s occupants while still
travelling away from the departure airport.

Result: In cooperation with the First Officer, cabin crew, maintenance control, we assessed that the aircraft was safe to continue to the
destination where the faulty computer was changed. My Human Factors training was particularly useful in this event. I had arrived at an
interim decision, however I asked the First Officer to advocate his thoughts before I let him know what my decision was; we even
challenged each other on whether we were only reinforcing each other’s poor judgement.

Airbus philosophy at the time stated that an ECAM warning that cleared indicated the condition had ceased and the crew could consider
normal operations. Interestingly this note has since disappeared without any notice. On an adjoining argument about risk, this is a classic
issue with philosophy and procedures contained within manuals, an inclusion of a new policy is highlighted but the cessation of an old
policy that is no longer prescribed remains hidden to the casual reader and is not announced

Outcome: ‘Fumes, Smoke & Fire’, LOC Phase of Flight: En-route Decision making: Slow



RISK SCENARIOS

Flying through a thunderstorm on final approach, despite small amount of
holding fuel and diversion fuel.

Factors encouraging such risks:

Perhaps done it before with no consequences.

Mitigation Actions:

None

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Severe weather event at home base. Wind within cross wind limits but extreme,

with associated turbulence etc. Choice was to attempt landing or divert to

alternate with only marginally better (but of course un-predictable) conditions.

Risk of windshear warnings, both predictive and reactive on all approaches.
Needed to make tactical risk assessment of wisdom of ignoring windshear alerts.
Landed safely. Very testing command experience.

Mitigation Actions:

Full briefing of likely scenarios, bottom lines, subsequent action plan if
unsuccessful understood by both pilots. Copilot supportive on basis that one look
only then immediate divert.

Outcome: Runway Excursion, LOC Phase of Flight: Approach Decision making: Fast



RISK SCENARIOS

Going beyond Company wx related standard limitations
(crosswind limits and gust factors)

Factors encouraging such risks:

Commercial pressure in charter and "on demand" operations

Mitigation Actions:

Not really mitigations. Maybe more an evaluation of crew
experience

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Landed with tailwind outside of operational limit.
Considered safer than going around and diverting with low fuel to busy
alternate airport. (huge long runway)

Factors encouraging such risks:

Mitigation Actions:

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS
I recently ignored an aircraft generated windshear ahead warning while making an approach on a particularly turbulent
day.

Obviously, the warning comes in an instant and our training is to respond and go around. I had briefed the possibility to my
first officer of a windshear alert and stated we would delay our response for a brief moment to assess unless we were
close to the ground. As the warning came at about 500 feet I used my experience and judgement to determine it was safe
to continue. The approach was continued to a normal landing and a safety report made.

I would add in similar circumstances I have initiated a go around 'before' the aircraft recognised windshear and carried out
the manoeuvre only for the aircraft to warn me after the event. It must be recognised that go arounds also carry some risk.

Factors encouraging such risks:

Potentially the greater risk of a diversion on minimum fuel. This was not the case in the situation described above as we
had plenty of fuel.

Mitigation Actions:

Briefing the probability and actions

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Air Turn Back for operational reasons without proper consideration of landing
performance. Decision made too quickly meaning aircraft was committed
before full assessment had been completed.

Factors encouraging such risks:

Failure to properly analyse problem. Assumptions allowed to influence
decision making along with incomplete data set.

Mitigation Actions:

No

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

We have some incidents where the commanders have landed in adverse weather
conditions when they should have gone around. The landings have all been
successful due to the CMD's skills and/or inherent safety margins. But it increases
the risk of a runway excursion, hard landings, flap overspeeds etc.

Factors encouraging such risks:

I think there are several reasons to go-around non-compliance. Commercial pressure
is probably a part of it. But also pride (pilots often see it as a sign of poor skills if
they have to go around), get-there-itis, some fear not doing the go around correctly.

Mitigation Actions:

Not to my knowledge

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Gross deviation from a mandatory ATC procedure in an area of significant
terrain

Factors encouraging such risks:

Mitigation Actions:

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



DECISIONS IN THE AIR
EN-ROUTE / ATC



RISK SCENARIOS
Operating within the (large country in the Far East) ATC system presents many risks, predominantly due to the military control of most

airspace. I have encountered situations where significant weather, thuderstorms have existed enroute, and ATC has refused acceptable
weather deviations. The option is to either penetrate the weather (a risk) or return to departure airport. I have taken this risk, penetrated
the bad weather in the best way possible, to enable continued operation to destination. In this case the risk was considered more
acceptable than the option of returning to departure airport, with significant disruption and criticism by my management.

Factors encouraging such risks:

Time pressure and organisational culture. Operating in this country, the 'stated' culture is one of safety, however in reality the culture is
punishment. If any person (pilot, dispatcher, maintenance) is found to be responsible for an error or poor decision, some form of
punishment is made. In my example of weather deviation, the dispatcher could expect punishment for dispatching an aircraft into bad
weather. The pilot also may be punished for not completing the task. That safety would be enhanced is secondary to competing the task
as planned.

Mitigation Actions:

Discussion with co-pilot to ensure his agreement and views. However in this country (national culture), the co-pilot is expected to agree
with the Captain, so getting genuine advice and agreement is challenging! Cabin crew were notified to prepare cabin for turbulence.

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Most flight arrivals these days involve flying a STAR transition to an
instrument approach and pilots plan their profile accordingly. On occasions Air
Traffic Controller’s will issue clearances off the original profile involving
significant track shortening, without express agreement from the pilot.

This can result in high speed, high energy manoeuvres leading to unstable
approaches and/ or altitude busts, and/or a significant increase in pilot
workload. Being vectored in this manner in a heavy traffic environment is akin
to being painted into a corner, however it is difficult to refuse to accept such a
clearance once issued.

Outcome: Phase of Flight: Decision making: 



REJECTED RISK SCENARIOS



DECISIONS ON THE GROUND
ACCEPTING AIRCRAFT INTO SERVICE

DEFERRED DEFECTS / DAMAGES / USE OF MEL



RISK SCENARIOS

A technical positioning flight was necessary to ferry an aircraft with flaps
locked in UP position. The maintenance staff at home base, in accordance with
the flight operations (performance data office) ask us to fly the aircraft at
home on a 2400 m runway (WET). No manufacturer data calculation was
provided for landing with flaps retracted on a wet runway so we refused to

land on that airport.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



DECISIONS ON THE GROUND
FLIGHT PLANNING

UNREASONABLE EXPECTATIONS



RISK SCENARIOS

quit a job because I wasn't able to perform all the tasks involved by
myself...

more specifically I was assigned a flight (pipeline patrol) without
having a knowledge of where to go/ what to do almost at sunset in a
small overweight rotorcraft

reason behind this decision: lack of safety

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



DECISIONS ON THE GROUND
FATIGUE AFFECTING HUMAN PERFORMANCE



RISK SCENARIOS

We offend operate against maximum duty limitations. Fatique, even
though very difficult to evaluate has an impact on flight safety.

In this particular case, the flight required Flight duty time of close to
15 hrs for 2 pilot operation. After push back further delay was
encountered, but decision to return to gate and not perform the
flight was made.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



DECISIONS ON THE GROUND
BEFORE TAKE-OFF



RISK SCENARIOS

• winter time with strong headwinds on return sector would lead
into discretion of flight duty time.

• rejected to accept a low cost index flight plan

• high speed flight plan reduced flight time by 26 minutes, which was
acceptable, but 6t higher fuel burn

• this was accepted by company

• never heard anything after

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



RISK SCENARIOS

During the first few days of March, the sky was overcast and surface
temperature +4C. There was light snow forecast to fall. I decided to anti-
ice an entire A380 taking a 1h:40m delay. This decision was in the
disdainful attitude to this decision by both the First Officer and the
engineering support team.

While it did not snow during the departure, I was able to project ahead
and ask myself what my options were if it did start to snow during the
taxi out for departure. My view on risk was very different from my
colleagues.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Some ice on underside of the wing. We decided to remove it although it meant

taxiing to a de-icer position, engine shut-down, and a new start.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Take off with suitcases not properly secured in the cabin with the potential to
hit passengers in their seats.

We accepted to delay the flight in order to reposition the object in the cabin in
an acceptable way. In case of a rejected take off in fact, or light turbulence,
passengers could have been easily hit by objects with immediate and direct
consequences.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Reject a flight that was outside weight and balance leaving a
passenger on ground.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Last week we had a runway change with an aircraft following us. We needed
to recompute take off performance and update the FMS route, as well as cross
an active runway to taxi to our departure runway. I suggested that we tell ATC
we needed 2 mins to allow the aircraft behind to go first. This was done and
we followed SOPs to ensure no errors were made.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



RISK SCENARIOS

During taxi out a difference in engine parameters was noted between
engine 1 and engine 2. The aircraft was returned to stand for
investigation and several engine components were changed. During
subsequent taxi the difference was still there and once again advice from
engineering was sought. Engineering was happy for us to take the aircraft
but I refused.

The reasoning behind this decision was that we were going to a
performance limited destination and that one of the engines was not
operating according to manufactures specifications. The risk of accepting
an aircraft with engine problems is to great for me personally.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Just few weeks ago I flew with a Cpt with a very strange attitude that kill CRM at all.
Situation that can be very dangerous. This because his attitude don't create synergy
between pilots creating a very strong wall between the RH and LH seats.

What happened in that days was quite long to explain, but after 2 sectors and 4
hours of flight we fall down in a ugly discussion in the cockpit due to his disruptive
behavior and I refused to continue to fly and call management if he not stop
immediately to act in that way. I asked to take a standard and professional attitude
before continue the flight with me, before call management to take the right
decision and action for help our situation.

In that case we solve the problem after long and strong explanation.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



DECISIONS IN THE AIR
AIR TURNBACK / DIVERSION / GO-AROUND



RISK SCENARIOS

• Flight to destination (flight time 50 mins)

• Destination was completely covered in thunderstorms

• No attempt was made even to start the descent.

• Returned back to origin

Theme: Runway Excursion, LOC, CFIT Phase of Flight: TOD Fast/Slow Thinking: Slow 



RISK SCENARIOS

Approach to Caribbean airport with approaching thunderstorm in
the vicinity of airport threshold.

Decision to delay approach and enter hold despite 2 or 3 other
aircraft shooted approach.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Similar conditions but with marginal cross wind and limited fuel
reserves. Decided to divert early without even making approach.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Night approach required into high airport surrounded by terrain.
Displaced threshold due WIP. Lighting less than minimum required.

Managers say go. Captain says no. They say previous night in same
conditions and no incident. Captain still says no. Airport closed for
night Ops in subsequent days.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



RISK SCENARIOS

Arriving at destination and being confronted by unforecasted weather that resulted
in airport capacity limitations and extreme low-level turbulence (due very strong
winds, which while being within wx limitations, were generating very high levels of
orographic turbulence). After two instrument approaches, both of which resulted in
go-arounds due turbulence, elected to divert to an alternate with more favourable
conditions (wind + turbulence).

Alternative was to remain in the hold and await the (forecasted) weather
improvement and continue to Original destination. Decision to divert was based on
risk-assessment that included existing conditions (weather and fuel) as well as CRM

(fatigue) elements.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



RISK SCENARIOS

While on the jump seat of one of our flights I observed an unstable approach,
at one point it was clear to me that due to the weather and short vectors the
crew was in an overworked situation and lost oversight.
At this point I called the go around.

We had a debrief afterwards where we discussed the flight and specially the

approach.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



RISK SCENARIOS

A low oil pressure indication on one engine after one hour of flight (of a 12
hours flight), although the engineers on the ground were more inclined into
saying that it was a spurious indication.

Decision was taken to jettison 50 tons of fuel and come back to base.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



RISK SCENARIOS

I personally have learned by many years of experience not to risk my life!

But I will risk acting illegally, when there are idiotic and desk-based rules
imposed. (of which there are more every year)

e.g.

-Going to the toilet without a third person on the flight deck

-Not having my colleague stand outside the aircraft as 'refueling Monitor'
when his time is far better spent on the flight deck preparing for the next
sector preparing

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



RISK SCENARIOS

As a captain, you are rejecting operational risk on a daily basis.
Delaying departure due to unserviceability, or checks not being
completed.

Carrying extra fuel against company guidance, diverting or
performing a go-around etc.

All of these are where a pilot has to manage risk in varying degrees.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



RISK SCENARIOS
I was to dispatch to a relatively new destination for our airline which was a fairly remote airfield with only two
possible alternatives. The airfield was classed at Category C (Difficult, Captains only landings) and the weather
was out of our company limits for the circling approach which could be expected to due the wind direction.

The weather at the alternate airfields was poor also, due to a tropical storm which was affecting the
destination region. I told dispatch of my decision to delay the flight until the weather was forecast to improve,
but this would necessitate either an unscheduled night stop, or a replacement crew. Soon after, the duty
manager arrived in dispatch who tried to convince me that dispatch was legal because I could use the minima
for the runway with a precision approach. This was not correct due to the wind being forecast out of limits for
that approach, which I had to point out forcibly to justify my decision not to dispatch.

There was a lot of commercial pressure to dispatch this flight as it was a relatively new destination and the
comapny were very keen to make it work. This particular manager had a history of 'bullying' crews into
operating flights he considered operationally essential. He was removed from post not long after this incident,
but not because of it.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



RISK SCENARIOS

The decision to divert back to home base in the UK, following the failure
to get in to a difficult airfield in extremely poor weather. The 'official'
diversion airfield also had poor weather, including a runway which was
contaminated with snow. I rejected the operational risks, firstly of
making another attempt at the original destination, and secondly of
proceeding to the official alternate (which would have been less
inconvenient) because in my judgement it was unsafe to follow either
course of action. Management asked for an explanation and once
apraised of the facts, they did not bother me again.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 



RISK SCENARIOS

The aircraft arrived with an intermittent essential electrical bus failure. It had
been reset and signed off on the previous flight to get the crew back to base
and I was presented with the aircraft for a four sector duty day.

The intermittent fault meant that failure of one engine could possibly cause all
electrics to be lost.

As captain, I rejected the aircraft and insisted further tests were carried out,
despite some pressure from local engineers that nothing was wrong. The local
engineer eventually carried out further tests with engine runs, the bus was
found to be indeed faulty and the aircraft was grounded.

Theme: Phase of Flight: Fast/Slow Thinking: 







The review identified a total of 108 definitions of safety culture, safety climate and

related constructs. Of these definitions, 51 are original safety culture definitions

and 30 are original safety climate definitions.



The review identified a total of 108 definitions of safety culture, safety climate

and related constructs. Of these definitions, 51 are original safety culture

definitions and 30 are original safety climate definitions.



RISK CULTURE - THE CONCEPT

RESULTS OF SURVEYS

SESSION AGENDA



WHY RISK CULTURE?





Peter Drucker

Drucker’s well known quote sums it up. Achieving results heavily 
depends on the organisational culture however good the strategy is.

“Culture eats
Strategy for breakfast”



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxTFA1kh1m8&feature=player_embedded

Employees 
FIRST! Not 
Customers.

“CULTURE: 
Definitionally 

ILLUSIVE”



YOU KNOW IT WHEN YOU SEE IT



YOU KNOW IT WHEN YOU SEE IT







This argument aims to add ‘Risk Culture’ as a new
dimension to Safety Culture framework based on the
guidance material produced by Institute of Risk
Management (IRM), which was developed to
supplement ISO 31000 Risk management –
Principles and guidelines.



In 2016, Future Sky Safety (An EU funded project) conducted
a survey titled 'European pilots’ perceptions of safety culture
in European Aviation' .

7.39% of 7239 respondents in other words over 500 pilots
who participated in the survey clearly stated that they have
to take risks that make them feel uncomfortable about
safety. Unfortunately the survey didn't provide any insight
what kind of risks respondents take.
SO WE NEED TO UNDERSTAND WHAT THOSE RISKS ARE TO BE ABLE
TO ADDRESS THE CAUSAL FACTORS.





FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS &
PREMISES FOR THE ARGUMENT

INTRODUCING

‘RISK CULTURE’
AS A NEW DIMENSION OF 

‘SAFETY CULTURE’



RISK = SEVERITY X LIKELIHOOD

Safety risk is the projected likelihood and severity of
the consequences or outcomes from an existing

hazard or situation.
Source: ICAO SMM

RISKS
(FUTURE)

HAZARDS
(PRESENT)



UNCERTAINTY

OPPORTUNITY



based on many different factors

‘perception of risk’
‘risk attitude’

‘risk tolerability’

‘acceptable level of safety’

here are some examples

‘risk appetite’



CRAP - Compulsive Risk Assessment Psychosis

Risk management: cutting the CRAP - Compulsive Risk Assessment Psychosis,
Psychosis: noun - a severe mental disorder in which contact with reality is lost or highly distorted.
I was recently invited to address a conference of psychiatrists on the subject of risk. They, like the rest of the medical profession,
practice defensively for fear of litigation, and labour under incessant demands for the assessment of every imaginable risk, however
small. I offered for their consideration a new mental illness that I called obsessive risk assessment disorder. One of them proposed that
the disorder I described was sufficiently serious to merit the label psychosis – hence
Compulsive Risk Assessment Psychosis, or CRAP. There is a lot of it about, and numbers of new cases are growing rapidly.
http://john-adams.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2008/09/crap-for-irm21.pdf

“Risk management: it’s not rocket science.
It’s more complicated than that.”



Front line operators (such as pilots & engineers) facing

are typical characteristics of the airline industry

conflicting goals influenced by external factors and

incentives and penalties to achieve them



Professor Emeritus Geert Hofstede

'the unwritten rules
of the social game'

Commercial Air Transport: ‘A Complex Socio-technical System’Commercial Air Transport: ‘A Complex Socio-technical System’



risk culture?

“engineering  a safety culture”
(an informed culture)

just culture
reporting culture

flexible culture

learning culture

1
9
9
7

Prof. J Reason

2016



PARADOXES



criminalisation of accidents,
and the litigation culture in society, …

CAN SAFETY & JUSTICE CO-EXIST?



does ‘compensation culture’ lead to …
‘risk blindness’ in society?

https://www.change.org/p/airline-pilots-maintenance-engineers-technicians-call-for-a-vote-to-stop-enforcement-action-against-airlines-for-not-paying-compensation-due-to-technical-delays

“Safety is a paradox; people demand safety once they have taken risks.”
René Amalberti



MAIN ARGUMENT



In 1900, Wilbur wrote to his father, 

“Carelessness & overconfidence,” he 

said, “are usually than

deliberately accepted risks.”

over a century later, I argue differently



addressing human reliability and particularly individuals’ attitude towards risk is much more challenging
than preventing errors therefore I believe factors driving/encouraging professionals to accept certain risks
pose more significant threat to flight safety.



SHOULDN’T WE ALSO CONSIDER 

RISK CULTURE?
HOW RISK IS PERCEIVED ACROSS THE ORGANISATION AND

HOW RISK DECISIONS ARE MADE AT DIFFERENT LEVELS?

SHOULDN’T WE ALSO CONSIDER 

RISK CULTURE?
HOW RISK IS PERCEIVED ACROSS THE ORGANISATION AND

HOW RISK DECISIONS ARE MADE AT DIFFERENT LEVELS?

IF
managing safety = managing risk



The concept of 

‘Risk Culture’ 
evaluation in an organisation 







let’s not try to
measure culture

A quote that is incorrectly attributed to W. Edwards Deming. “You can't manage what you can't measure."

In fact, he repeatedly said the opposite “It is wrong to suppose that if you can’t measure it,
you can’t manage it – a costly myth.” Source: http://blog.deming.org/w-edwards-deming-quotes/large-list-of-quotes-by-w-edwards-deming/

THE SEVEN DEADLY DISEASES OF MANAGEMENT (Item 5)

“Management by use only of visible figures, with little or no consideration of figures that are unknown or 
unknowable.” Source: Deming, W. Edwards (2011-11-09). Out of the Crisis (pp. 97-98). MIT Press.

“Not everything that counts can be counted, and not everything
that can be counted counts”

W.B. Cameron (widely attributed to Albert Einstein)
Source: This quote was used by Dr. John Carroll, MIT Sloan School of Management @ NTSB’s 2 day event on Safety Culture 10-11 Sep 2013



let’s not ask 
10’s of questions

2 fundamental questions…

SIMPLICITY IS THE ANSWER, WHAT’S THE QUESTION?
“Any intelligent fool can make things bigger and more complex... 
It takes a touch of genius and a lot of courage to move in the opposite direction.”

E.F. Schumacher



A scenario & decision
‘accepted/acceptable risk’

A scenario & decision
‘unacceptable/rejected risk’



A PROPOSED MODEL
FOR RISK CULTURE ASSESSMENT

IN AN ORGANISATION



stage 1

stage 2

stage 3

collect data from front line staff
(use 1-2-1 or focus group interviews or questionnaires to understand 
what risks they are taking/tolerating during normal operation)

ask the same risk decisions to senior management
(most significant risk scenarios can be put in front of line and senior 
managers to determine if they think such risks should be tolerated.) 

analysis of data, may:
• reveal gaps in risk perception/attitude/appetite

(what if frontline operators are more risk tolerant than senior management?)
(what if they are more risk averse than the senior management?)

• require management action to clarify acceptable & unacceptable 
risks and also address causal factors driving risk taking behaviour





PROACTIVE HAZARD IDENTIFICATION

This rather simple but potentially beneficial concept/methodology
may identify some hazards which may not be reported through the
usual reporting processes such as ‘occurrence and/or hazard
reporting’

It may also identify ‘excessive risk taking’ attitude/practices
amongst the frontline operators

Finally it may also identify some systemic issues
driving/encouraging people to tolerate certain risks.



ENABLE MANAGEMENT TO EMPATHISE WITH FRONTLINE OPERATORS

By identifying such issues, perhaps the top management can better
understand the challenges front line operators face.

PROACTIVE IMPLEMENTATION OF ‘JUST CULTURE’

Ultimately this approach may prevent situations that front line operators or
even their managers take some level of risk, which resulted with a bad
outcome and subsequently a disciplinary action was taken as part of just
culture policy. Because in many cases, the adverse effect of a disciplinary
action on ‘reporting culture’ is inevitable and it may take a long time to
regain the trust of front line operators.



Some accepted risks by front line operators or their line
managers may not be acceptable to senior/top
management. In this case, communication to clarify ‘what’s
acceptable’ and ‘what’s not’ may be a simple solution so
that the front line operators have the assurance.

PROACTIVE IMPLEMENTATION OF JUST CULTURE

Investigating some systemic causal factors may require
policy changes or even investment decisions to be made.



2

A scenario & decision on most 
significant ‘accepted/acceptable risk’

A scenario & decision on most 
significant ‘unacceptable/rejected risk’

1
FOCUS ON TWO FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS

1. Risk Decision Making

Individual vs Organisational

2. Factors encouraging / 
discouraging people to take 
such safety risks.

& SUB-QUESTIONS



32% Maintenance Engineer
30 % Captain (Line/TRE/TRI/CRMI) 15% First Officer

20% Managers



%66 between 40-59
Only 7% less than 30 years old
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Is one gender more risk 
averse than the other?

(122) 
74%

(43) 
26%

Respondents' Background

Civil Military

(6) 
4%

(159) 
96%

Respondents' Gender

Female Male

Are civilian pilots more risk 
averse than military pilots?



At least 8 out of 10 respondents
work for organisations directly involved in Commercial Air Transport (CAT) 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Consultancy
Professional Association

Recruitment Agency
Training Organisation

Business Aviation - Private
Military

MRO Organisation
Retired

CAT Operator (Large Helicopter)
Regulator

CAT - Business Aviation (Including Medevac)
Undisclosed

CAT (Airlines/LCCs/ACMI - Large Fixed Wing A/C)



49%
23% 13%

61%
(100)

6%
(10)

24%
(40)

6%
(10)

2%
(4)

1%
(1)

1% 
(1)

American, Australian, Austrian, Belgian, British, Canadian, Chilean, Cypriot, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German,
Greek, Icelandic, Indian, Irish, Italian, Kenyan, Lebanese, Luxembourger, Maltese, Mauritian, New Zealander, Norwegian,
Russian, South African, Swedish, Swiss, Turkish



Aer Lingus, Air Atlanta Icelandic, Air New Zealand, ALITALIA, Alldis Aviation Advisory Services, Avionord, Borajet Airlines, Bristow Academy,
Bristow Helicopters, Cathay Dragon, Cathay Pacific, CTC Aviation, Davcan aeronautics pty ltd, Eastern Airways, easyJet, Elilombarda s.r.l., Emirates,
Etihad Airways, euroAtlantic, Finnair, Jet Time, Kalitta Charters II, Kenya Airways, KLM, Major US airline, Meridiana fly S.p.A., Monarch Airlines,
Neos S.p.A., Ryanair Qantas, RAF, SAS, Shell Aircraft ltd, Sunexpress, Virgin Australia, Xiamen Airlines

49%
23% 13%

36%
(59)

26%
(43)

10%
(17)

18%
(30)

4%
(6)

3%
(5)

3%
(5)



My observation of colleagues / 
management

My Own Decision

Possible 
Scenario

68, 51%

53, 40%
12, 9%



2016 (n=165) 2017 (n=123)
Strongly Disagree / Disagree 30 18% 16 13%
Neither Agree Nor Disagree 33 20% 20 16%

Strongly Agree / Agree 102 62% 87 71%

Operational targets (such as 'on-time performance',
'availability', 'technical dispatch reliability'), can
encourage pilots, engineers and their managers to
take SIGNIFICANT risks potentially impacting on flight
safety.

You may not necessarily agree with this statement. For example, some people argue that nowadays, particularly professionals (pilots & engineers/technicians)
in large organisations do not have much discretion any more and considering the strict rules and regulations, they really cannot take any risks. However the
counter argument is that there will always be circumstances that a pilot or engineer/technician must use judgement based on his/her technical knowledge and
perception of risk before making a decision such as releasing or accepting an aircraft to service.

Operational targets (such as 'on-time performance',
'availability', 'technical dispatch reliability'), can
encourage "EXCESSIVE' / 'UNNECESSARY' risk taking
behaviour impacting on flight safety.

2016 2017
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98

51

34
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Organisational factors

Individual traits

Industry level factors

Legal factors

Media's attitude

Organisational factors i.e. safety culture, leadership's attitude towards risk
Individual traits i.e. 'can do' attitude or 'thrill seeking‘
Industry level factors i.e. policies, growth in the industry, competition
Legal factors i.e. litigation, unrealistic expectations about passenger rights legislation
Media's attitude i.e. victimisation of individuals who make mistakes



“As the pressure mounts on employees due to constant
threats of (further) job cuts, there are some employees that
will show a "can do" attitude in order to protect their future
employment prospects.

They are more likely to bend the rules to meet operational
pressures, or ignore other ones they've seen”



“Pilots in general are mission orientated, they will try to complete the "mission"
(flight) and rationalize or feel they can handle any situation some might push their
limits especially when there is commercial pressure.

Commercial pressure is often subtle, it doesn't state pilots should compromise flight
Safety but when management state's that a flight delay or cancellation will cost the
company both money and inconvenience to passengers, it puts pressure on the
pilots to operate.

The company will usually then say that's it's up to you, the Capt., so now there's a
guilt factor. If you say no I won't operate, the company will then ask another pilot
who will operate the flight. Safety policies are not clear. This has been my
experience with a particular LCC airline.”



“I personally have not accepted a flight/aircraft which was not safe.
However, I have accepted to operate a marginally unsafe night flight
to an airport that only had an NDB approach and required circling
procedure in marginal weather and high wind conditions.

Other airlines operating to this airport are not allowed to operate in
these conditions.

Peer pressure can sometimes play a role when Safety policies are
not clear.”



“As we train up to 26 different nationalities, I have
found that people from different countries seem to
have a greater or lesser appetite for risk and when
interviewed post incident, behave differently.”



“Continuing to fly when fatigued in order to
finish the pattern and get back home with
minimal disruption to personal life.”



“The reduction of fuel by a Captain, well known for
continually doing so, on a Trans Pacific route such that the
only available alternate would be extremely close despite
obvious unease by other and more junior crew members.

All to prove he could do so and in the mistaken belief he was
impressing management and would be noticed for doing
so.”



THE FOLLOWING SCENARIOS SUBMITTED BY 
RESPONDENTS HAVE BEEN INCLUDED TO GIVE 
YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO REFLECT ON YOUR 

OWN EXPERIENCE AND CONSIDER IF ANY 
ACTION IS REQUIRED IN YOUR OWN 

ORGANISATION

CAN IT HAPPEN TO YOU?
IF SO, HOW CAN YOU MITIGATE IT?



“An engineer releasing a B737 aircraft with burn-thru
damage after a lightening strike, approx a dime size
hole in pressurized area. The engineer was sent to a
remote station due to AOG.

His motive was that there was no facilities there and it
would be very much easier to repair the a/c at home
base and in addition the pax would get stranded over
night.”



I have represented an engineer that made the decision to cut a fire
detection wire to prevent false alarms in the flight deck. The pilots
and engineering management were also aware of the decision.

The decision was made to enable an aircraft to return to the home
base the same day, to avoid an overnight stay for the flight crew and
to avoid looking bad to the customer. Significant pressure was put
on the engineer by the operations manager for the airline.

The LAME has since left the industry to avoid being put in the same
position again.



Destination (second main base of operator) had strong headwinds but
runway in use was covered by low clouds on final. After one unsuccessful
attempt we diverted to alternate (main base). Upon arrival to alternate, the
company had already placed a flight plan to return back to destination. 4
flights in total had diverted. All were "pushed" to try again even though there
was no clear improvement.

After waiting for 2 hours we departed again. Only way to land was by
executing a circling approach with 20kts tailwind and breaking off at less than
1000ft and turning base at 3 miles. This was at night and in a mountainous
area.

All 4 flights attempted the procedure. Some made it on the first try, some felt
"forced" to try again and again until they made it on 3rd attempt.



“Taking less fuel that might be comfortable is becoming more
normal with half of the flight deck. Winds are forecast and quite
often wrong, or there can be other reasons, but contingency fuel
soon goes. Some pilots are happy to land close to final reserve fuel
with few options or thinking time. With the introduction of a
leader board, telling pilots how much extra fuel they carry
compared to the company average, some are keen to be
seen at the top. Negotiations for carrying a few hundred kilos of
fuel, on occasion are drawn out and sometimes dismissed.”



“I recently ignored an aircraft generated windshear ahead warning while
making an approach into Gibraltar on a particularly turbulent day.

Obviously the warning comes in an instant and our training is to respond and
go around. I had briefed the possibility to my first officer of a windshear alert
and stated we would delay our response for a brief moment to assess unless
we were close to the ground. As the warning came at about 500 feet I used
my experience and judgement to determine it was safe to continue. The
approach was continued to a normal landing and a safety report made.

I would add in similar circumstances I have initiated a go around 'before' the
aircraft recognised windshear and carried out the manoeuvre only for the
aircraft to warn me after the event. It must be recognised that go arounds
also carry some risk.”



“I was just finished with line training, and flying out of a city far from my hometown. It was an early morning
departure, and with the low salary only being paid per block hour, and I had to endure all expenses for
accommodation, I could only afford to sleep at a hostel. The hostel had very thin walls and you could hear
other people having *** during the late night hours in other rooms. I woke up having only slept 4 hours, but
could not report unfit as this would result in me losing money on the trip from my home country as a whole.
This at a time when all cash reserves were exhausted.”

“Having flown for ..........., I have witnessed pilots and cabin crew flying when they should not have been,
either being fatigued or sick. Common to all of them is the structure of the zero hour contracts under which
they work for the airline. Only getting paid by the block hour puts unnecessary pressure on the crew to fly at
all costs. In the end if they don't fly, they don't get paid. Most pilots have massive debt and lots of financial
pressure on them to pay that debt back. The airline will of course claim this is a lie, and it will never be
proven otherwise as no pilots will admit it, as it is against the law to fly when unfit. Also the management
style of the company instils fear in the crews, and no one dares to oppose the instructions coming from
management.”



“A huge line of thunderstorms blocked our route extending 150 miles to the
left and 5 miles to the right. ATC would not permit any deviation to the right
at all. I ensured the cabin was secured and all passengers and crew were
strapped in and attempted to pick the safest path through the thunderstorms
having asked ATC on numerous occasions for a small deviation to the right
and been repeatedly refused.

During the storm penetration, the aircraft encountered severe turbulence for
approximately 20 seconds and lost 470' in altitude with the autopilot
remaining engaged throughout. There were no injuries to the passengers or
crew and no damage found later on the aircraft.”



“At night, in an airport with no traffic, after wrong taxi out,
crew decided to take-off from a Runway intersection,
instead of returning to the planned take-off point, without
proper take-off data calculation, estimating that the
remaining runway length was sufficient.”

“Cleared for takeoff from a runway intersection, realizing during line
up that the aircraft is at the next intersection instead (slightly
shorter runway).

Takeoff performed using TOGA thrust (max) instead of calculated
FLEX thrust, to avoid delay.”



“landing with tailwind and outside of unstable approach criteria -
long runway, daylight, visual conditions made it "acceptable" risk
even though in violation of company policies. This occurs daily, but
in aggregate only 2% of all approaches.”

“Landed with tailwind outside of operational limit.
Considered safer than going around and diverting with low fuel to 
busy alternate airport. (huge long runway)”

“Going beyond Company wx related standard limitations (crosswind 
limits and gust factors)”



WHAT’S NEXT



U N D E R S T A N D I N G  O F  R I S K
EFFECTIVE (Hazard Identification + Risk Analysis & Assessment) (KNOWN KNOWNs & KNOWN UNKNOWNs)
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RISK
CAVALIER

RISK
AVERSE

RISK
SENSIBLE

TYPOLOGY OF ORGANISATIONAL RISK BEHAVIOUR
Based on the concept of “Four States of Man” coined by Hon. Charles Haddon-Cave



CONCLUSION



Collecting data can be problematic for some organisations, because the
relationship between Just & Reporting Culture is delicate. So be careful how
to handle punitive action.

CAUTION: Risk Assessment is a subjective process. Risk takers can always
assess high risks as acceptable.

“THREE KINDS OF LIES! LIES, DAMN LIES & STATISTICS” We need to
challenge statistics, should not always be slave to them and consider the big
picture.

Let’s not get obsessed about performance. Ironically if we push people too
hard to achieve better performance, they will take more risks.

SMS SHOULD NOT STEAL THE LIMELIGHT FROM HUMAN FACTORS! WE
STILL NEED TO ADDRESS HUMAN ERROR, RISK TAKING BEHAVIOUR AND
NEGLIGENCE TO ACHIEVE BETTER PERFORMANCE.

MANAGING HUMAN RISK NOT ONLY IN THE BOARD ROOM BUT ALSO AT
THE SHARP END IS THE KEY.



Collecting data can be problematic for some
organisations, because the relationship between Just
& Reporting Culture is delicate. So be careful how to
handle punitive action.

CAUTION: Risk Assessment is a subjective process.
Risk takers can always assess high risk as
acceptable.

“THREE KINDS OF LIES! LIES, DAMN LIES &
STATISTICS” We need to challenge statistics, should
not always be slave to them and consider the big
picture.

Let’s not get obsessed about performance. Ironically if
we push people too hard to achieve better performance,
they will take more risks. (The financial mess we are
in?)

SMS SHOULD NOT STEAL THE LIMELIGHT FROM HUMAN FACTORS! WE STILL
NEED TO ADDRESS HUMAN ERROR, RISK TAKING BEHAVIOUR AND
NEGLIGENCE TO ACHIEVE BETTER PERFORMANCE.

MAKING SENSIBLE RISK DECISIONS NOT ONLY IN THE BOARD ROOM BUT
ALSO AT THE SHARP END IS THE KEY.



TAKE AWAYS



• CULTURE IS DIFFICULT TO DEFINE THEREFORE VERY DIFFICULT TO MEASURE

• IF YOU ARE RUNNING SAFETY CULTURE SURVEYS, PLEASE DON’T GET OBSESSED WITH TENS OF 

QUESTIONS AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS. THEY CAN BE USEFUL BUT GO BEYOND THEM TO 

UNDERSTAND PEOPLE.

• DON’T HESITATE TO ASK YOUR FRONTLINE OPERATORS (PILOTS, ENGINEERS, CABIN CREW, 

DISPATCHERS, GORUND HANDLERS) AND THEIR MANAGERS ABOUT THE RISK DECISIONS THEY 

MADE. I BET IT WILL TELL YOU A LOT WHETHER THEY ARE ‘RISK IGNORANT’, ‘RISK CAVALIER’, 

‘RISK AVERSE’ or ‘RISK SENSIBLE’. 

NOT ASKING THEM WHAT RISKS THEY TAKE MIGHT BE AN 
INDICATION OF A ‘RISK IGNORANT’ ORGANISATION’?

TAKE AWAYS (FOOD FOR THOUGHT)TAKE AWAYS (FOOD FOR THOUGHT)



BONUS CULTURE & UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES



NEXT TIME YOU ARE GOING TO USE





DO YOU HAVE
A STORY

TO TELL ABOUT 
EXCESSIVE OR 
UNNECESSARY
RISK TAKING



PLEASE DO GET IN TOUCH
I AM HERE TO LISTEN

www.riskculture.org
email@riskculture.org



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION


